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PATHWAYS  
&

STRUCTURES 

For the curated se%ion of our inaugural issue, we were particularly intere&ed 
in the idea of information and travel, and the &ru%ures, vessels, or shelters 
that we move between. When we are prevented from moving from place to 
place, how does the significance of our private and public places change? 
The meaning of comfort or “having room” varies depending on where we 
live, our cultural and hi&orical backgrounds, and how we intera% with others. 
In this se%ion we explore the work of twelve arti&s from around the world 
who employ a wide variety of media to make work that is in dialogue in some 
way with ideas of &ru%ure, time, and movement.
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Utilizing new technologies such as 3D printing, along with 
the tenets and geometries of archite%ure and design, Se 
Yoon Park creates elegant, ethereal &ru%ures that are both 
intimate and personal, and a%ivated by the pure intera%ion 
of light and contra&. Colle%ed together in the form of a 
visual diary on an arti&-built sy&em of shelves in repeated 
and rearranged configurations, they o*er a glimpse of the 
arti&’s autobiography.  •

1seyoonpark.com

TOP
Untitled: Dream 

II, 2018, Hand-
dyed polyamide, 

pla thermopla&ic, 
poly-epoxy resin, 

polyurethane resin, 
aerosol paint and 

plexiglass, 13.875 x 12 x 
5.875 inches.

LEFT
In&allation view 

of sculpture diary, 
Telephone to the Divine, 

Carvalho Park, 2019.

OPPOSITE
Void, Feel Blue and 

Red, 2019, Hand-dyed 
polyamide, 13.5 x 3.875 x 

3.875 inches.
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